Primary Source

Books by Bernard Shaw

Immaturity, 1881.

The Irrational Man, 1881.

The Quintessence of Absinthe, 1891.

Socialism and Superior Brains, 1894.

Our Theatres in the Nineties, 1895-1896.

The Exact Wagnerite, 1898.

The Autobiography of a Supertramp, 1907.

The Sanity of Art, 1908.

Fabian Essays, 1909.

The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Capitalism and Socialism, 1927.

The Black Girl in Search of God, 1932.


Everybody's Political What's What, 1944.

Far-Fetched Fables, 1948.

Bernard Shaw - The Complete Plays - Vol-I.

The Home Library Club, conducted under the joint management of The Times of India - The Statesman Associated Newspapers of Ceylon Ltd. (no date of publication).
Bernard Shaw - The Complete Plays - Vol-II.
The Home Library Club, conducted under the joint management of the Times of India - The Statesman Associated Newspapers of Ceylon Ltd. (no date of publication).
The Complete Bernard Shaw Prefaces - Paul Hamlyn,

II : Letters by Bernard Shaw


III  : Speeches by Bernard Shaw


IV  : Other Collections of Shaw's Writings


Secondary Source

I  : Books written by different authors on Bernard Shaw

Braybrooks, Patrick : The Subtlety of George Bernard Shaw; Cecil Palmer, Fortynine Chandos Street, W.C.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher, Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Pole, S: *Bernard Shaw*


West, Alick : Goodman Fallen Among Fabians; Lawrence & Wishart Ltd.; London, 1950.


Whitehead, George: Bernard Shaw Explained; Watts & Co.

Winston, S : Days with Bernard Shaw; Hutchinson, London (n.d)


II - Articles and Essays published in different books and collections.

Almost all the important essays and articles on the different aspects of Bernard Shaw's life and works have been published in three separate collections (already mentioned). The first collection was published under the editorship of S. Winston under the title G.B.S. 90: Aspects of Bernard Shaw's Life and Work, in 1946.
The second collection was published under the editorship of L. Kronenberger under the title *George Bernard Shaw: A Critical Survey* in 1953. Then the third collection was published under the editorship of R. J. Kaufmann in 1965, under the title *G. B. Shaw: A Collection of Critical Essays*. Now we have mentioned only two essays, not included in the above-mentioned collection.


III - Articles published in different periodicals


Leavis, F.R : Shaw against Lawrence; The Spectator, No. 6614, 1st. April, 1955, London.

--- : Romantic and Heretic; The Spectator, 6 February, 1969.


---


Hock, Clarence: "George Bernard Shaw"; The Candid Friend, 1 November, 1896.


IV - Other important articles which are found to be equally important.

--


'Chesterton On Shaw'; Pen Portraits and Reviews, Standard edition.


'T.S. Eliot on "The Maid"'; Criterion, 4 April, 390, 1926.

'The Law and the Literary Merit'; Encounter, XVIII, 3.


'Shaw on T.E. Lawrence'; Natal Adviser, Durban, 22 May, 1935.

'Chesterton on Shaw'; The Fortnightly Review (August, 1931).